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How do biology and Itt mlng science 01 eplglfle~cs rnteriace Wllh
curren! evidence abOUi consciousness and the subconscIOus mind? Who Is
actually 'runillllllitt show' In our brains? These are the Ques~ons Bruce
Lipto, authOl 01 _aI books including TIre 8W;y Ii Be/mf Unleashing
the Power 01 Cmsmtsness. MaUer. and Miracles. examines In the following
essay liplOO leads us Irom new dlscovenes aboot cetJlar bl~ogy to the
true abllrty 01 Itt SlJbconsoous mind and its reiabonshlp With mindfulness

Revealing the Wizard
Behind the Curtain
The "New " Biology alld Epigenetics
BRUCE H. LIPTON, PH.D.
There is a "new edge" biology in rown and it's
radicall y refram ing o ur undersrandi ng of life. Frontier science
is recognizing that there is a lor more to life than just a bio·
chemical machine controlled by genes. Amazing adva nces in
cell biology and biophysics are invoking rh e role of mind and
spirit as the creative force conrrolling rhe characrer of our lives .
Recently described biochemical pathways have now revealed
the mechanisms by which tho ughts, arrirudes, and beliefs cre·
ate the conditions of our body and the external wo rld. An
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awareness of these biological breakthroughs is fundamental for
healing ourselves and our planet. Through a personal under·
standing of how consciousness interfaces with biology, we are
offered the key to realizing personal growrh and impacring
global transformarion . .
Since Watson and Crick's discovery of rhe genetic code
in 1953, the public has been programmed wirh rhe conven·
tional belief that D A "controls" the attributes passed down
through a family's lineage, including dysfunctional trairs such
as cancer, Alzheimer's, diabetes, and depression, among scores
of others. As "victims" of heredity, we naturally perceive ourselves as being powerless in regard to the unfolding of our lives.
Unfortunately, rhe assumption of being powerl ess is a parh rhat
leads to personal irresponsibility: "Since I can'r do anything
about it anyway . .. why should I care?"
By the 1970s, the notion of genetic determillism led scien·
tists to believe that life's programs were encoded in the genes.
They thus set ou t to map the human genome, hoping that in
revealing that code, rhey wou ld find the key to finally prevenr·
ing and curing human illness. The project was well underway
~hen cell biologists began to uncover a paradigm-shattering
View of how life really works. Their revolutionary research has

led to an entire
· 1y new branch of science known as Epigenetlcs
.
(Watters, 2006). Epigenetic science has shaken rhe foundarions
of biology and medicine to its core for it reveals that we are
nO( "victims"
, bur .In f
act" masters"' of our genes .
. The prefix epi- means "over or above . » Currently, students in
hIgh school and basic college biol';gy courses are programmed
with the .now outd ate d notion
' of genetic cOlltrol, the belle
. f th at

ge.nes pnmarily COntrol the traits of life. in contrast, the neW
SCience .of epigenet IC
· Control revea ls that life is controlled b Y
somethmg "above» h
. .
.
t e genes. Exciting new insights concerning
what thar so,,.,ethit "b "
19 a Ove the genes is provides a gateway
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to understanding our proper role as parcicipatory creators
the unfolding of our lives.

In

SOME\ltIHERE BEYOND THE GENES

Epigenetic science focuses upon the mechanisms by which environmental signals regulate gene activity. Protein "switches" in
the cell's membra ne respond to environmental signals by rela ying
"secondary" signals into the cell's cytop lasm. Some membranederived signals regulate the cell's physiologic functions (e.g.,
digestion, respiration, and excretion); other membrane signals
are directly sent to the cell's nucleus where they conrrol gene
activity (Lipton, 2005).
This is far different from the conventional belief that genes
turn themselves "on" and "off." Genes are not emergent entiti es, which means genes do nor control their own activity.
Genes are simply molecular "blueprints" ( ijhout, 1990). In
comrast, epigenetic mechanisms are functionally analogous to
"comractors" that select appropriate gene blueprints needed for
the construction and maintenance of the body. Genes do not
control biology . . . they are used by biology.
The traditional notion that the genome represents "read-only"
programs has given way ro a new real ity wherein epigenetic
mechanisms modify the readout of an individual's generic
code. The power of epigenetics is revealed in the fact that epigenetic mechanisms edit the readout of a gene and are able
to create over thirty thousand different variations of proteins
from the same gene blueprint (Silverman, 2004)! Depending
On the nature of th e environmental signals, the same gene can
be modified to produce either healthy or dysfunctional protein
products. In other words one can be born with healthy genes
but through a distonion in epigenetic signaling, can develop a
mUtant condition such as cancer (Kling, 2003). On the positive side, the same epigenetic mechanisms enable individuals
REVEALINC TUE WIZARD 8EUIND THE CURTAIN
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born with potentially debilitating mutations to create normal,
healthy proteins and functions from their Inherited defective
genes (Waters and Jirtle, 2003).
Epigenetic mechanisms modify the readout of the genetic code;
consequently, the genome repre ents "read·wrire" programs
wherein life experiences can actively redefine an individual's
genetic traits. As organisms inreract with the environment, their
perceptions engage epigenetic mechanisms to flne·rune genetic
expression so as to enhance their opportunities for survival. This
environmental influence is dramatically revealed In studies of
identical twins. At birth and shordy afrer, these siblings express
almost the same gene activity from their identical genomes.
However, as they begin to experience life, their personal indi·
vidualized experiences and perceptions lead to the activation of
profoundly different sets of genes (Fraga, 2006).
This revised version of science emphasizes the reality
that we actively control our genetic expression moment by
moment throughout out our lives . We are "learning" organisms, and Our life experiences can become incorporated into
our genomes and passed to our offspring. Rather than perceiving of ourselves as helpless victim of our genes, we must
now Own the empowering truth that our perceptions and
responses to life dynamically shape our biology and behavior.
Now let's take a look at how those all-powerful perceptions
are actually shaped .
FROM THE MICROCO M OF THE CELL
TO THE MACROCOSM OF THE MIND

Most. of th e tn'11 'Ions 0 f cells forming bodies such as ours have
"no ~lreCt perception of the external environmenr. Liver cells
see what's'
.
h'
. gomg on m the liver, but don't directly know
w alS gOing On in the world outside the skin The function
o f the brain and ner
. . '
I
VOllS system IS to mterpret environmenta
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srimuli and send signals !O rhe cells rhar incegrare and regulare
. life-susraining funcrions of the body's organ systems.
Evolution accommodared increases in brain size, allowing
organisms to dedicare vasr numbers of nerve cells for cataloging,
memorizing, and incegranng complex perceptions. The abiliry to remember and selecr among rhe millions of experienced
perceptions acquired ,n life provides rhe brain with a powerful

creative database from which it can design and integrate complex behavioral reperroltes. When pur inro play, these behavioral
programs endow the organism with the characteristic trait Of~
consciousness. In this ca ,the term consciousness is used in irs
most fundamemal con reX!: the state of beillg awake alld aware
of what is gomg on aro/llld yOIl.
Many scientists prefer ro chink of consciou ness as something an organism either ha or does not have. However, the
srud y of evolurion suggests rhar co n ciousness mechanisms
evolved over time. onsequently, the cha racter of consciousness would likely express irself a a gra dienr of awareness
from "less conscious" in primitive o rgani sms to the unique
character of self-consciouSfless manifest in human s and
orher higher vertebrates. Self-collscio usness endows one with
rhe quality of simultaneously being both a participant and
observer in the unfolding of one's life.
The expression of sel(-colIscioIlSlless is specifically associared
wirh a small evolutionary adaprarion in the brain known as
rhe prefrontal cortex. The prefronral correx is the neurological
platform thar enables us to realize o ur personal identiry and !O
experience the qualiry of "rhinking." Monkeys and lower organisms do nor express self-consciousness. Monkeys looking imo a
mirror will never realize rhar they are looking ar rhemselves; they
will always perceive rhe image to be that of another monkey. In
contrasr, neurologically more advanced chimps looking in the
mirror recognize the mirror's reflecrion as their own image.
RfiY£A,Lll'lG TIl E W IZARD 8EHIND THE CURTAIN
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An important difference between [he brain's consciousness
and the prefrontal cOrtex's seif-COIISCIOIISlless IS that conventional consciousness enable an organism to assess and
respond to the immediate conditions of Its environment that
are relevant at th at moment. In contra t, self-consciousness
enables the individual to factor in the consequences of their
actions not just in the present moment, but also as to how
they will impact the future.
Self-conscious1less, which incorpor:Hcs a reasoning individual ("self") in the de isi n-making process, enables us
to be cocrearors, not merely responders, to environmental
stimuli. While conventional consciousness enables organisms
to participate in the dynamics of life's "play," the quality
of self-collsciol/slless offers an opportunity to be not just
an actor, but also an audience member and even a director.
Seif-COllsciouslless provides an individual with the option for
self-teflection, and the ability to review and edit their character's performa nec.
. As significant as it is to Our own identity, self-consciousness
actually just a small part of what we call the mind. While
the self-conscious mind is engaged in self-reflection, someone
has to be minding the storej enter the subconscious mind. In
conventiona l parlance, the brain's mechanism associated with
automated stimu lus-response behaviors is referred to as (he subconscioJls
or UIlCO nSCIOllS
'
. db
'
.
.
.
mm, ecau e this function reqUires
ne.lther conscious observation nor anention. Subconscious
mind functions evolved long before the prefrontal cortex.
Consequently, 0 rg amsms
'
. sness
una bIe to express self-conSCIOu
ate fully able t o operate a body and navigate the challenges 0 f
a. dynamic environ memo In a manner similar
. .
to lower organIsms, we too can cr ' "
"
.
',
Ulse on automatIC pilot" .regulatlng our
PhYSlOloglc and beh . If
'
.
.
aVIOra unctions without need for adVice
Or other Input fro
h if
. m t e se -conscious mind.

IS
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WHO'S RUNNING TilE SHOW?

. The subconscious m/tld
marion processor

IS

an aston I hingly powerful infor-

that can rtcord

perceptual experiences

(programs) and forever play Ihem back at the push of a burron.
Imerestingly, many people only become aware of their subconscious mind's push-burron program when their own I<buttons
are pushed" by the actoon of other .
Actually, the entore Image of pu hing burrons is far tOO s low
and linear ro descrobe the awesome data processing capacity
of the subconscIous mInd. It has been estimated that the disproportionately larger braIn rna s prOVIding the subconscious
mind's funcroon has the abollty to onterpret and respond ro over
'!Q _million nerve. 1m ulses perstcond (No rretronders, 1998). In
contrast, the diminutive serf-conscIous min's prefrontal cortex
only processes a bout forry nerve impulses er second. As an
information pro ess~r, the su onsclous mind is one mil/ioll
limes more powerful than the self-conscious mind.
In contrast to its computauonal wizardry, the subconscious
mind has only a marginal aptitude for creativity, beSt compared
to that of a precocious five-year-old. While the self-conscious
mind can express free will, the subconscious mind primarily expresses prerecorded stimulus-response "habits." Once a
behavior parrern i learned-such as walking, gerting dressed,
or driving a car-those programs become automatic habits in
the subconscious mind, meaning you can carry our these complex functions without paying any artention ro them.
While the subconscious mInd can run all internal systems and
chew gum at the same time, the much smaller self-conscious mind
can juggle only a small number of tasks simultaneously. Although
its ability for multitasking is physically constrained, the trained
self-conscious mind is quite adepr at "single-rasking." It is the
organ of focus and concentration. It was once thought that some
of the body's involuntary functions, such as the regulation of
REVEALING TIlE WIZARD IU!ltII'<JD THE CUUA 'N
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heartbeat, blood pressure, and body temperature, wete beyond
rhe control of the self-conscious mind. However, yogis and other
adept ptactitioners have clearly demonstrated rhar the mind can
indeed control presumed "involuntary" funCtIons. Most of

us have experienced how mind controls such functions when
we become excited, happy, or sad while watching a movie

or awaken from a scary dream, wet with perspiration and our
hearts pounding. A vivid imngination comrols autonomic fune·

rions as much as real events.
The subconscious and self-conscious mind work as a marvelous
tandem tag ream. The subconscious mind's role is ro control every
behavior that is nOt atrended to by the self-conscious mind. For
most of us, the self-conscious mind is so preoccupied with thoughts
abour the past or rhe future, or engaged with some problem in our
imagination, that we leave the day-to-day, moment-to-moment
"driving" to the subconscious mind. Cognitive neuroscientists
reveal that the profoundly more powerful subconscious mind
is responsible for 95 to 99 percent of our cognitive activity and

therefore controls almost all of our decisions, actions, emotions)
and behaviors (Szegedy-Maszak, 2005).
The most powerful and influential behavioral programs in
the . su bco nSCIOUS
·
. d were acquired during the formanve
.
mm
period between gestation and six year of age. Now here's the
catch-these life-shaping subconscious programs are direct
downloads defIve d from 0 bservmg
·
.
Our pnmary teachers : oUI
pa rents" siblings , a nd IOCa I community.
.
Unfortunately, as psychologISts are ke I
. d
en y aware, many of the perceptions acqUIre
about
ourselves
in
th'
f
.
.
I·
.
,
IS ormanve penod are expressed as Imltmg and self-sabotaging beliefs (Lipto n, 1998,2001 ).
Unbeknow nst to m
.
.
,
OSt parents, thea' words and actions are
be mg Continuously
· c·
.
S·IOce
reeOrded by t h elr
hildren's mmds.
the role of the m · d .
.
to
IS to make coherence between ItS programs and real life th b .
.
I
, e ram generates appropriate behavwra
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responses ro life's stimuli to assure the "trurh" of the programmed perceptions.
Let's apply this understanding to real-life behavior: Consider
that you were a five-year·old child throwing a tantrum in a
department store over your desire to have a particular toy. In
silencing your outburst, your (ather reprimands you with his
often-repeated response, "'You don't deserve things!" You are
now an adult and in your self-conscious, thinking mind you
are considering the idea that you ha ve the qualities and power
10 assume a position of leadership at your job. Remember, while
in the process of entertaining this positive thought in the selfconscious mind, programs In your more powerful subconscious
mind are automatically managing all of your behaviors. Since
your fundamental behavioral programs are those derived in your
formative years, your father's rebuke that "you do nor deserve
things" may become the subconscious mind's automated directive. So while you are conju ring up wonderfu l thoughts of a
pOsitive future and not paying attention to the current moment,
your subconscious mind automatically engages self-sabotaging
behaviors 10 aSsure that your reality matches your program of
"not deserving."
THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND: THE INVISIBLE PILOT

When the self-conscious mind is engaged in thought, it rarely
observes the auromatic behaviors generated by the subconscious mind. Consider the significance of this common realiry:
Let's say you have a friend Mary whom you've known since
childhood. Being familiar with her and her family so long, you
recognize that Mary'S behavior closely resembles that of her
mother. Then one day you casually remark, "You know, Mary,
you're just like your mom." Mary backs away in shock, indi gnant that you could even suggest that she was like her mother!
"How can you say something so ridicujous?" she demands.
REVEALING THE WIZARD 8EHIND TilE CURTAIN
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The cosmic joke is that everyone else can see that Mary's
behavior resembles her mom's except Mary. Why? Simply
because when Mary is engaging the subconscious behavioral
programs s he d ownloaded in her youth from observing her
mom, her self-conscious mind is preoccupied in thought and
she's not pa yi ng attention. At those moments, her automatic
subconscious programs operate without observation; hence
they are unco nscious. Only rarely do we observe our unconscious behavior-and it is usuall y a shock when we do.
Consequentl y, most of our personal and cultural problems
arise from the belief that we are running our lives with our
conscious desi res and aspirarions. "This is what I want from
life. I want to do all these wonderful things." Vet our lives usu·
ally donlc match Our intenrions; as a result there is a tendency
to think, "I can 't get the things that I Ulallt . .. the world ;S 1I0t
providing th em. The Universe ;s agaillst me!'" Generally, the
reason we fail to get what we desire is not because the Universe
does nor want us to succeed, but because we undermine our
Own efforts with "invisible" limiting behaviors. Unfortuna tely,
OUf fundamental subconscious programs were acquired by
obse rving the behavior of others (e.g., parents, family, community~ TV), people who may not share our personal goals and
aspirations. While aUf conscious minds are trying to move us
reward OU f dreams, unbeknownst to us, OUf subconscious progra~s may be simultaneously shooting ourselves in the foot
and Impeding our progress.
We have all been shackled wi th emotional chains wrought
by dysfunctiona l behaviors programmed by the stories of the
past. However, the next tLme
' you are ta.lklng
. to "yourse If" Wit
.h
~~ofcha'
b
'
.
.
nglOg sa oragmg subconscious programs, It 'IS
Important
.
. to rea• rlzet he f0 II owing information. The su bconSCIOUS mmd is sim I
"
h
Pya record-playback" mechanism t at
dOWnloads expe .
.
I
f1 ences and programs them as "behavIOra
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tapes. " There is no thinking, conscious enriry con trolling
subconscious programs; this autopilot mind is basica ll y a stimulus·response reflex mechanism. Using reason to communicate
with your subconscious mind in an effort to change its behavior
would essentially have the same influence as trying to change
a program on a cassette tape by talking to the tape player. In
neither case is there an entity In the mechanism that will respond
to your dialogue.
Positive affirmations and positive thinking are not that effective in reprogramming limiting beliefs. Positive thoughts a re
generated by the conscious mind, a tiny processor that controls
the system less than 5 percent of the time. If programs in the
subconscious mind do nor support the inrentions of the conscious mind, which will win Out? Positive thinking is a good idea,
much better than negative thinking, yet while one is engaging
the conscious mind to creare positive thoughts, the subconscious
mind with its limiting and self-saboragin g programs is running
the show! Consequently, positive rhinking does not necessa ril y
improve the situation for mosr people.
FROM THE BLAME GAME TO RESPONSE-ABILITY

One of [he most important points to make is thar subconscious \
programs ate 1Iot fixed, unchangeable behaviors. We have the
ab ility to rewrite our limiting beliefs and in the process take
control of our lives. However, to c hange subconSCIous programs requires the activation of processes o ther than engaging
in a running dialogue with the subcon scious mind.
One of the more ancient processes of taking control of your
life is to be fully present and use your creative conscious mind
to Control behavior, rather than rel y on the "autopilot" habirual
programs downloaded into you r subconscious mind. For example~ the next rime you a re driving and come to a stoplight, pause
for a moment and listen to the monologue that is conrinuously
REVEALING THE WIZARD
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emanating from your mind. Mos t of th e information is ei ther a
rehashing of the paSt or expectations about your future.
Psychologists suggeSt that most of these thoughts are neg·
ative and redundant, with 95 percent of them arising from
perceptions programmed in th e subconscious mind. As mentioned earlier, the function of th e brain is [0 create coherence
between its programs and the life you experience. When you
have the opportunity to "listen" t o your thoughts, realize that
their content is grearly innuencing yo ur future expecracions.
Increasing consciousness by being an observer of your thoughts
is a foundational principle of Buddhis m.
Amazingly, the power of thought is also fully recognized by
the principles of quantum physics, a cience that acknowledges
the participation of the observer in the creation of rea lity. This
profound conclusion is originally derived from many experi ments

(hat attempted to identify the "true" character of Nature's fundamental building blocks-were they made of immateria l waves
(energy) or were they physical particles (matter)? This is an
"either·or" Solution since something cannot be both physical and
nonphysica l. The surprising answer to th ei r quest: if the scientist

~;eated ~n e~periment that registered particles, they were particles;
I the SCientiSt created an experiment to detect waves, they wefe
waves. Simple conclusion: "The observer creates the reality!" This
role ~f. mind in creating reality was recently underscored in the
presnglous scientific journal Natllre. In an article entitled "The
Mental Unive cse, "R·IChard Conn H enry, professor of phySICS
. at
the Johns Hopkins University concludes "The universe is imma·
rerial-mental and .. I '.
.)
I .
. .
spmrua . Live and enJoy" (Henry, 2006). t IS a
scientific reality th at thoughts influence the material world !
When the subconscious mind provides for most of our
thoughts then 0
r
..
I
ur Ives are pnmanly shaped by our d eve op'
mental expe rience . I d·
. d
S, me u 109 behaviors and attitudes acquire
from Othe rs (e g
f
.
.
. " parents, amtly, and community) (Lipton,
196 "vel! H.
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2001). However, if we keep our self-conscious mind focused
upon the present moment, rather than letting it wander into
the past or future, we can actively control our mind by using
thoughrs that empower ourselves and lead us to OUt desired
. intentions and aspirations.
Interestingly, you may have actually experienced the spectacular consequences of living from the

self-conscious

''''li"d~

and it was probably the happiest, healthiest, and most energetic
period of your life . It was when you fell in love and expetienced
the "honeymoon effect," a period where you were fully present
and very self-conscious of your attitudes and behaviors. Your
self-conscious mind was "'running the show" to assure that you
were presenting yourself in the qualities you aspire (OJ rather
than allowing the expression of habitual traits programmed
into your subconscious mind. These new insights from biology and physics provide a scientific recognition of the powerful,
life-affirm ing consequences of the Buddhist spiritual ptacrice
known as mindfulness.
Other approaches [Q rewriting limiting or sabotaging s ubconscious programs include clinica l hypnotherapy and a new
field of diverse modalities, collective ly ca ll ed "energy psychology," that identify and rapidly rewrite limiting belief program s
. in Our subconscious minds. For more information on' how to
rewrite Our subconscious programs, review the Resources
selection at www.brucelipton.com .
THE OLD STORY t

THE NEW TORY

The conclusions of the "new edge" biology provide a radica l
departu re from our conventional beliefs of how life wo rks. In
COntrast to the notion of being a genetica ll y driven biochemica l automaton, the new insights reveal thar ir is the mind that
Controls genes, which in turn shape o ur biology and behavior.
The self-conscious mind , associated with our individual identjry
R&VEAlING THE WIZARD BEHIND THE CURTA IN
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and the manifestation of thoughts, is gUIded by our own personal beliefs, desires, and intentions.
Here's what is important for now: As

we recognize our abil·

ity to change our programming, we evolve from passive victims

to responsible cocreators, In the process, we are afforded the
opportun ity to respond to hfe, not merely react to it,
Once we realize that our past behavIOrs were predicated on
the invisible operation of the subconscious mind-whose pro·
grams are derived from other people's beliefs-we are afforded
the opportunity to forgive ourselves. Our inVISible behaviors
~re programs primarily derived from others, who in rurn
were programmed by others, backward through time. Perhaps
instead of original sin, we should be talking abour "original
misperceprion." In any case, neither we nor our parents, nor
[heir parems, were aware th at we were primarily controlling

our lives using behavioral programs derived from others.
In this regard, it is important to remember this: ALL of the
people we have ever engaged with over OUf lifetime were also
responding using invisible behavioral programs downloaded
into their infant subconscious minds. Consequently, they roo
were personally unaware of their own invisible participation
and Contributions that may have impacted our lives.
,Based upon the scientific insights on the nature of how the
mind works, the "new" biology implores us to heed the advice
of all the great prophets to forgive all of those that have trans'
gressed against us. We have all been shackled with emotional
chains wrought by dysfunctional behaviors programmed by
the stories of the past. Through forgiveness, we unshackle ourselves, and othe rs, a II oWlOg
' us all to let go of the old srory.
, of human. h~~profu un d 'Importance to the evolution
Ity thar these new insights reach the public. EffortS ro bring

peace IOto the world

I'

..

are tru Y Impeded because most CItizens
3re unconsciously
d'
respon mg to cultural wrongs that were
19B
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perpetrated generations ago on their ancestors. From this
perspective, it behooves us to step back and reconsider our
emotionally charged norions concerning blame, guilt, victims,
and perpetrators. These labels can only be legitimately applied
to siruations in which the particIpants are fully cognizant of the
programming and operation of their self-conscious and subconscious mll1ds and yet stili engage in destructive behaviors.
In srudYll1g the life and teachings of Jesus, it is clear that
He was innately aware of the mechanics of consciousness and
employed it in controlling Il is own biology and behavior. This is
why Jesus emphasized thor were it not for our (limiting) beliefs,
we all could do the miracles He did, and perhaps, even better
than He did them. He was on target w~en He declared that we
could renew our lives with our beliefs. And most importantly,
He saw the reality of forgiveness as the most important path
toward peace. If enough of us performed this simple "local"
act, we would indeed advance global evolution.
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